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Abstract: Liquefaction is considered a damaging phenomenon of earthquakes and a major cause of
concern in civil engineering. Therefore, its predictory assessment is an essential task for geotechnical
experts. This paper investigates the performance of Bayesian belief network (BBN) and C4.5 decision
tree (DT) models to evaluate seismic soil liquefaction potential based on the updated and relatively
large cone penetration test (CPT) dataset (which includes 251 case histories), comparing them to a
simplified procedure and an evolutionary-based approach. The BBN model was developed using the
K2 machine learning algorithm and domain knowledge (DK) with data fusion methodology, while
the DT model was created using a C4.5 algorithm. This study shows that the BBN model is preferred
over the others for evaluation of seismic soil liquefaction potential. Owing to its overall performance,
simplicity in practice, data-driven characteristics, and ability to map interactions between variables,
the use of a BBN model in assessing seismic soil liquefaction is quite promising. The results of a
sensitivity analysis show that ‘equivalent clean sand penetration resistance’ is the most significant
factor affecting liquefaction potential. This study also interprets the probabilistic reasoning of the
robust BBN model and most probable explanation (MPE) of seismic soil liquefied sites, based on an
engineering point of view.

Keywords: Bayesian belief network; C4.5 decision tree; cone penetration test; domain knowledge;
soil liquefaction; structural learning

1. Introduction

Liquefaction-induced hazards (for instance, settlements, sand boils, lateral spreading, and
ground cracks) cause substantial infrastructure damages to buildings, bridges, and lifelines during
earthquakes [1–5]. Thus, it is important to assess the occurrence of soil liquefaction potential and its
effects in a seismically active region for earthquake-induced hazard mitigation. Several empirical and
semi-empirical methods of liquefaction quantification are presented in the literature [6]. Many of these
existing methods are based on correlations between in-situ test measurements and field observation
data, and are extensions of the ‘simplified procedure’ developed by Seed and Idriss [7]. The in-situ
cone penetration test (CPT) has been used by numerous researchers to evaluate seismic soil liquefaction
potential (e.g., Juang et al. [8], Youd et al. [6]). The principal advantage of the CPT is that it offers a
continuous record of penetration resistance in soil profiles, which enables more detailed subsurface
exploration than other in-situ tests.
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Artificial intelligence (AI) techniques—adaptive neuro fuzzy inference system (ANFIS) [9], artificial
neural network (ANN) method [10], support vector machine (SVM) [11,12], patient ruled-induction
method (PRIM) [13], and stochastic gradient boosting (SGB) [14]—have been successfully applied
to seismic soil liquefaction assessment based on an in-situ test database. Nevertheless, most of the
introduced AI techniques have the following limitations [14–16]: (1) difficulty in concluding the
assessment results due to limited use of prior knowledge; (2) trouble in integrating various sources of
information into a coherent system; (3) not proficient in assessing uncertainty; and (4) black box nature.

In this paper, Bayesian belief network (BBN) and C4.5 decision tree (DT) approaches are employed
to assess seismic soil liquefaction potential based on the updated and relatively large cone penetration
test (CPT) database, which includes 251 case histories. BBN is a graphical model that permits a
probabilistic association between a set of variables based on the Bayes theorem [17]. There are
extended uses of the Bayesian belief network (BBN) in the fields of civil engineering; for example,
in seismic hazard assessment [18,19], risk assessment for bridges [19] and buildings [20,21], and
diagnosis of embankment dam distress [22,23]. Nevertheless, BBN model applications in seismic
soil liquefaction study are still limited [24–26]. There is no comprehensive BBN model based on
machine learning algorithm (ML) and domain knowledge (DK) data fusion methodology to evaluate
soil liquefaction potential based on the CPT database. Decision tree (DT) algorithms, such as interactive
dichotomizer version 3 (ID3) [27] and commercial version 4.5 (C4.5) [28], are quite transparent. One
of the advantages of DT analysis is that the relationship between the binary dependent variable and
the related independent variables is clearly illustrated using a tree structure. Hence, decision trees
are well-liked and powerful tools in data mining [29]. Limited research work has been reported
in the literature on predicating seismic soil liquefaction. Gandomi et al. [30] used three different
DT approaches i.e., chi-squared automatic interaction detection (CHAID), exhaustive CHAID, and
classification and regression tree (CART) algorithms for assessment of soil liquefaction. Ardakani
and Kohestani [16] used the C4.5 DT model on 109 CPT-based case histories; they considered seven
significant factors of seismic soil liquefaction—cone tip resistance (qc), total vertical stress (σv), vertical
effective stress (σv

′), mean grain size (D50), peak ground acceleration (amax), cyclic stress ratio (τ/σv
′),

and earthquake magnitude (M)—without paying attention to sampling bias in the training and testing
data sets. This study extends the scope of research on this topic by considering extra factors i.e., eleven
significant factors of seismic soil liquefaction, and the updated and relatively large dataset of 251 case
histories with approximately no sampling bias.

This study is significant in several ways:

(1) The BBN and C4.5 DT effective approaches are used to evaluate and compare the seismic soil
liquefaction potential of the updated and relatively large cone penetration test (CPT) data set,
which includes 251 case history records. In addition, the developed models are compared with
the Youd et al. [6] and Rezania et al. [31] models to validate performance.

(2) One of the major advantages of the presented models is the consideration and addition of
earthquake parameters to the dataset—the causative fault type and closest distance to rupture
surface parameter.

(3) Data division for training and testing datasets was performed with due attention to statistical
aspects, such as minimum, maximum, mean, and standard deviation of the datasets. The splitting
of the datasets helped identify the predictive ability and generalization performance of the
developed models, and evaluate them better.

(4) This study presents probabilistic reasoning, most probable explanation of seismic soil liquefied
sites, and parametric sensitivity analysis of the robust model.

The paper is organized into six main sections. The following section describes the basics of
the BBN and C4.5 DT approaches, illustrating the proposed framework for seismic soil liquefaction
potential assessment. Section 3 details the development of the BBN and C4.5 decision tree models.
Section 4 presents the performance evaluation measures of the proposed approaches. The results are
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presented in Section 5. Finally, the last section presents a discussion and conclusions, along with ideas
for future work.

2. Predictive Modeling Techniques

2.1. Bayesian Belief Network (BBN)

Bayesian belief network (BBN) is a directed acyclic graph (DAG) comprising of a set of variables
(nodes), arcs, and conditional probability tables, which indicate joint probability distributions among
the nodes of variables. The nodes in BBN can be categorized into two kinds, parent node and child
node, as shown in Figure 1.
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One of BBN’s significances is that joint probability distributions can be easily identified. In BBN,
if the probability of the variable Xi’s parent nodes is defined as Pa(Xi), joint probability distributions
P(X), X = (X1, X2, X3, ..., Xn) can be represented as:

P(X) = (X1, X2, X3, . . . , Xn) =
n∏

i=1

P
(
Xi

∣∣∣Pa(Xi)
)

(1)

where X = (X1, X2, X3, ..., Xn) expressing various BBN variables, n is the number of BBN variables.
Another significance is that the probability can be updated dynamically when there is new evidence. If
new evidence (event Y) is provided to BBN, the posterior probability i.e., P(X|Y) of event X is found as:

P(X|Y ) =
P(X) P(Y

∣∣∣X)

P(Y)
=

P(X) P(Y
∣∣∣X)

n∑
i=1
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where marginal probability of event Y is P(Y) and prior probability of event X is P(X).
The construction of a BBN primarily includes two steps: (1) Structure learning determine the

factor variables (nodes) related to the study object, and then identify the dependent or independent
relationship among the factor variables, so as to develop a DAG structure. (2) Parameter learning is
based on the given BBN structure to study the conditional probability table at each variable node.

Effective structure learning is essential in the construction of an optimal BBN network structure.
The development of a BBN structure comprises of any one of the following listed three methods:

(1) The variable nodes of a BBN are determined by prior or domain knowledge (DK) and
expert experience.

(2) A BBN structure is acquired through learning of sample data, automatically by using a machine
learning (ML) algorithm.

(3) A BBN structure is acquired by using data fusion methodology based on DK and ML of data.
Since the third method integrates the strengths of both DK and ML, it eliminates the pitfalls

that arise by utilizing only one method. Therefore, this paper uses this method to identify a BBN
structure for assessment of seismic soil liquefaction potential. To perform structural learning from a
dataset, frequently used ML algorithms, such as K2 and hill-climbing were used. In this study, the K2
algorithm [32] is applied to perform structure learning that carries out a search in accordance with the
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given order of nodes by means of restricted maximum number of parent nodes. A K2 machine learning
algorithm employs posterior probabilities as the scoring function and adds arcs to BBN, which depend
on the following rules [32]:

(1) Calculate the Cooper-Herskovits (CH) score for X j according to the nodes’ order ρ.

CH =
n∑

i=1

qi∑
j=1

log
Γ
(
αi j ∗

)
Γ
(
αi j ∗ + mi j∗

) + ri∑
k=1

log
Γ
(
αi jk + mi jk

)
Γ
(
αi jk

)  (3)

where mi jk is the number of samples, which are subject to Xi = k,π(Xi) = j, mi j∗ =
ri∑

k=1
mi jk,

αi j∗ =
ri∑

k=1
αi jk, and αi jk = P(Xi = k

∣∣∣π(Xi) = j).

(2) Add an arc
(
Xi → X j

)
, when Xi (i, j) makes CH

(
X j,π j ∪ Xi

)
the maximum. π j are the parents

of X j.
The pseudocode of the K2 algorithm [32] in this study using variables set X = {X1, X2, . . . ,

Xn} denotes the nodes of variables, such as depth of soil deposit, groundwater table, fines content,
earthquake magnitude, thickness of soil layer, soil behavior type index, equivalent clean sand
penetration resistance, liquefaction potential, etc., as shown in Table 1. To acquire an optimal network
structure, DK is included in the K2 machine learning algorithm. The proposed BBN structure for
liquefaction potential assessment is developed by the K2 machine learning algorithm. It is further
fine-tuned based on the domain knowledge (DK) of field experts and known relationships between
different input factors.

Table 1. K2 algorithm pseudocode.

Input D: A complete dataset; X = {X1, X2, . . . , Xn}. ρ: The order of nodes (Assume it is consistent with variables’
subscripts). µ: The maximum number of parents. Output Bayesian belief network structure

Steps
1: ξ← acyclic graph composed by X
2: for j = 1 to n
3: π j ← ∅
4: Vold ← CH

(
X j,π j|D

)
5: while(true)
6: i← argmax1 ≤ i ≤ j, Xi < π j CH

(〈
X j,π j ∪ {Xi}

〉
|D

)
7: Vnew ← CH

(〈
X j,π j ∪ {Xi}

〉∣∣∣∣D)
8: if (Vnew > Vold and

∣∣∣π j
∣∣∣ < µ)

9: Vold ← Vnew
10: π j ← π j ∪ {Xi}

11: add an arcXi → X j into ξ
12: else
13: break
14: end if
15: end while
16: end for
17: return ξ

Once the topological structure of the BBN is obtained, parameter learning is performed to identify
the conditional probability distribution of each variable node under a given BBN. Three basic kinds
of algorithms are thus used: maximum likelihood estimation (MLE), gradient descent (GD), and
expectation maximization (EM). The MLE is the fastest and simplest algorithm, based entirely on data
and independent of prior probabilities; thus, it does not apply to models containing latent variables
and datasets with several missing values [33]. EM and GD algorithms work in an iterative process, but
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EM is suitable for data that contains missing values. In short, EM learning frequently takes a BBN,
uses it to perform a desired (E) step, and then proceeds to maximize (M) to find a better network [34].

2.2. C4.5 Decision Tree (DT) Model

C4.5, introduced by Quinlan [28], is a well-known algorithm, mostly employed for design decision
trees. In general, in a decision tree, each branch node depicts a choice among a number of alternatives,
and each leaf node denotes a classification or decision. An unknown (or test) instance is routed down
the tree as per the values of the attributes in the successive nodes. When the instance reaches a leaf, it
is classified as per the label designated to the corresponding leaf.

In the initial step of model construction, a decision-tree induction algorithm is utilized to construct
the tree. Numerous algorithms for decision-tree induction exist; they include Interactive dichotomizer
version 3 (ID3) [27], commercial version 4.5 (C4.5) [28], and classification and regression tree (CART) [35].
C4.5 and CART are the most widely used decision tree algorithms in literature [36]. Therefore, this study
uses the C4.5 decision tree approach to assess seismic soil liquefaction potential. C4.5 algorithm is an
extension of the ID3 algorithm and uses the divide-and-conquer technique, whose key improvements
incorporate pruning methodology and processing of missing values, numeric attributes, and noisy
data [28]. A statistical test used in C4.5 for handling an attribute to each node in the tree also uses
an entropy-based measure. The designated tribute is the one with the highest information gain ratio
among attributes available at that tree construction point. The information gain ratio (A, S) of an
attribute ‘A’ relative to the sample set ‘S’ is represented as:

Gain Ratio (A, S) =
Gain (A, S)

Split In f ormation (A, S)
(4)

where
Gain (A, S) = Ent(S) −

∑
a∈A

|Sa|

|S|
Ent(Sa) (5)

and
Split In f ormation (A, S) = −

∑
a∈A

Sa

S
log2
|Sa|

|S|
(6)

where, ‘Sa’ is the subset of ‘S’ for which attribute ‘A’ has value ‘a’. Clearly, the information gain ratio
can be obtained directly for discrete-valued attributes.

3. Development of Seismic Soil Liquefaction Modeling

3.1. Dataset, Date Preprocessing, and Predictor Variables

The dataset used in this study is based on an updated version of cone penetration test case history
records compiled by Boulanger and Idriss [37]. The dataset consists of 253 cases with soil behavior
type index, Ic < 2.6; 180 of them are liquefied cases, 71 are non-liquefied cases, and the remaining 2 are
doubtful cases (margin between liquefaction and non-liquefaction), which have been eliminated in
this study to reduce epistemic uncertainty (an individual case record can have only one performance
outcome—either liquefaction or non-liquefaction). These case history records are derived from CPT
measurements at sites and field performance observations of 17 different earthquakes—7 in the United
States of America, 4 in New Zealand, 3 in Japan, and 1 each in China, Taiwan, and Turkey. Readers can
refer to Boulanger and Idriss [37] for details of the CPT case histories.

Soil liquefaction is influenced by seismic parameters, soil properties, and site geometry conditions
that contain a diversified set of factors. Previous studies [25,26,38–41] offer a detailed understanding of
the process, leading to appropriate selection of variables, discretization, and classification in this study.
Therefore, 11 influence factors or variables—earthquake magnitude (M), peak ground acceleration
(amax, g), closest distance to rupture surface, (rrup, km), fines content (Fc, %), equivalent clean sand
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penetration resistance (qc1Ncs), soil behavior type index (Ic), vertical effective stress (σ’v, kPa), total
vertical stress, (σv, kPa), groundwater table depth (Dw, m), depth of soil deposit (Ds, m), and thickness
of soil layer (Ts, m)—are used for evaluation of liquefaction potential. The new earthquake factor i.e.,
closest distance to rupture surface, (rrup), was estimated through an attenuation equation derived by
Sadigh et al. [42]; it considers the influence of an earthquake’s causative fault type and the effect of an
earthquake near a fault zone. It has a range of 4 to 8+ for earthquake magnitude (M) and up to 100
km for closest distance to rupture surface, (rrup); in this paper, it is proposed for use for a maximum
earthquake magnitude (M) of 9 with a range of 1 to 107.03 km for closest distance to rupture surface,
(rrup).

A BBN has a strong ability to deal with discrete variables, albeit weak in processing with continuous
variables. The K2 machine learning (ML) algorithm, meanwhile, requires variables to be discrete; thus,
it is necessary to convert the 11 influence factors into discrete values before building the BBN models.
The liquefaction potential (output) was given a binary value of 0 for non-liquefied sites and a value of
1 for liquefied sites. Table 2 presents the grading standards for seismic soil liquefaction factors.

Table 2. Grading standards for seismic soil liquefaction factors.

Category Seismic Soil Liquefaction Factors Number of Grades Explanation Range

Seismic parameter

Earthquake magnitude, M 4

Super 8 ≤M
Big 7 ≤M < 8

Strong 6 ≤M < 7
Medium 4.5 ≤M < 6

Peak ground acceleration (PGA),
amax (g) 4

Super 0.40 ≤ amax
High 0.30 ≤ amax < 0.40

Medium 0.15 ≤ amax < 0.30
Low 0 ≤ amax < 0.15

Closest distance to rupture surface,
rrup (km) 4

Super 100 < rrup
Far 50 < rrup ≤ 100

Medium 10 < rrup ≤ 50
Near 0 < rrup ≤ 10

Soil parameter

Fines content, Fc (%) 3
Many 50 < Fc

Medium 30 < Fc ≤ 50
Less 0 ≤ Fc ≤ 30

Equivalent clean sand penetration
resistance, qc1Ncs

4

Super 135 ≤ qc1Ncs
Big 90 ≤ qc1Ncs < 135

Medium 45 ≤ qc1Ncs < 90
Small 0 ≤ qc1Ncs < 45

Soil behavior type index, Ic 4

Gravelly sand to dense sand Ic < 1.31
Clean sand 1.31 ≤ Ic < 1.61

Silty sand or sand with silt 1.61 ≤ Ic < 2.40
Sandy silt 2.40 ≤ Ic < 2.60

Site condition

Vertical effective stress, σ’v (kPa) 4

Super 150 ≤ σ’v
Big 100 ≤ σ’v < 150

Medium 50 ≤ σ’v < 100
Small 0 ≤ σ’v < 50

Total vertical stress, σv (kPa) 4

Super 165 ≤ σv
Big 110 ≤ σv < 165

Medium 55 ≤ σv < 110
Small 0 ≤ σv < 55

Groundwater table depth, Dw (m) 3
Deep 4 ≤ Dw

Medium 2 < Dw < 4
Shallow Dw ≤ 2

Depth of soil deposit, Ds (m) 3
Deep 10 ≤ Ds < 20

Medium 5 ≤ Ds <10
Shallow 0 ≤ Ds <5

Thickness of soil layer, Ts (m) 3
Thick 10 ≤ Ts

Medium 5 ≤ Ts < 10
Thin 0 < Ts < 5

To construct the models, the dataset was divided into two data subsets:
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• A training dataset is required to train the models. In this research work, the authors used 80% of
the data i.e., 201 out of 251 CPT case histories are considered for the training set.

• A testing dataset is needed to predict the developed models’ performance. In this study, the
remaining 20% of data i.e., 50 out of 251 CPT case histories are considered as the testing dataset.

Data division for training and testing datasets was performed with due attention to statistical
aspects, such as minimum, maximum, mean, and standard deviation of the datasets. The statistical
consistency of the training and testing datasets optimizes the models’ performance and subsequently
assists in evaluating them better. The statistical parameters of the input variables include the minimum,
maximum, mean, and standard deviation of the training and testing datasets; they are shown in Table 3.
Splitting of the dataset helps identify the generalization performance and predictive ability of the
developed models. Similar performance of both training and testing datasets demonstrates that the
developed models may be applied for the trained ranges. As is indicated in Table 3, input and output
parameters for testing ranges exist in training datasets.

Table 3. Descriptive statistics of variables used in the model training and testing dataset.

Seismic Soil Liquefaction Factors Dataset Minimum Maximum Mean Standard Deviation

Earthquake magnitude, M Training 5.9 9 7.01 0.55
Testing 5.9 9 6.88 0.56

Peak ground acceleration (PGA), amax (g) Training 0.09 0.84 0.32 0.14
Testing 0.09 0.8 0.32 0.17

Closest distance to rupture surface, rrup
(km)

Training 1 107.03 18.15 17.08
Testing 1 100.36 18.57 17.92

Fines content, Fc (%) Training 0 85 18.65 19.92
Testing 0 75 13.94 15.98

Equivalent clean sand penetration
resistance, qc1Ncs

Training 16.1 311.9 93.83 38.82
Testing 36.7 206.3 94.79 33.85

Soil behavior type index, Ic
Training 1.16 2.59 1.98 0.29
Testing 1.34 2.5 1.90 0.25

Vertical effective stress, σ’v (kPa) Training 19 147 56.60 24.12
Testing 24 124 61.70 26.06

Total vertical stress, σv (kPa) Training 24 210 79.90 36.48
Testing 34 162 86.26 36.26

Groundwater table depth, Dw (m) Training 0.2 7.2 2.00 1.20
Testing 0.2 6.4 2.19 1.26

Depth of soil deposit, Ds (m) Training 1.4 11.8 4.38 1.96
Testing 1.9 8.7 4.71 1.93

Thickness of soil layer, Ts (m) Training 0.3 6.5 1.79 1.19
Testing 0.3 5 1.98 1.33

3.2. Model Development Using BBNs

A BBN structure is developed by using data fusion methodology based on an ML algorithm i.e.,
K2 learning from CPT case histories using FullBNT-1.0.7 tool in MATLAB, following which effective
information is embedded as DK (deleting direct links of depth of soil deposit and thickness of soil
layer to liquefaction potential) (see Figure 2). Consequently, the new BBN comprises of two separate
networks as the thickness of soil layer has no relation to the other nodes, implying that the thickness of
soil layer can be detached from the model. Thus, the network is composed of 11 nodes and several
lines. The lines among these nodes represent the relationships. It can be seen from Figure 2 that soil
liquefaction variables have counter-intuitive results by means of dependence. For example, “peak
ground acceleration” is dependent on “earthquake magnitude”, “closest distance to rupture surface”,
and others.
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Figure 2. A Bayesian belief network (BBN) structure for seismic soil liquefaction potential based on the
K2 machine learning (ML) algorithm and domain knowledge (DK).

The network structure is created in Netica free version software (distributed by Norsys Software
Corporation (https://www.norsys.com/) under Norsys License Agreement) to acquire conditional
probability distribution of the nodes via parameter learning. Ultimately, a Bayesian belief network
model was created to assess seismic soil “liquefaction potential”, as shown in Figure 3.
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3.3. Model Development Using C4.5 Decision Tree

To build the model, a C4.5 DT algorithm was implemented using Waikato Environment for
Knowledge Analysis (WEKA) software, which is open source and freely available. The WEKA
workbench is a collection of state-of-the-art ML algorithms and data-preprocessing tools. The dataset
in attribute relation file format (ARFF) is loaded in WEKA to train the C4.5 DT model. The C4.5 DT
model is then tested by providing a testing dataset based on the given training set. The decision tree of
seismic soil liquefaction potential using a C4.5 algorithm is shown in Figure 4.

https://www.norsys.com/
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4. Performance Measure

The performances of the proposed models were evaluated by a number of metrics, identified
using a confusion matrix for proper comparison (Table 4).

Table 4. Confusion matrix.

Predicated Class

Yes No

Actual Class
Yes True Positive (TP) False Negative (FN)
No False Positive (FP) True Negative (TN)

The definitions of key terminology used to formulate the elementary metrics while considering
the non-occurrence of liquefaction is actually negative class are:

• True positive (TP) and true negative (TN) indicate that the samples are predicted correctly.
• False positive (FP) represents the number of non-liquefied samples that are predicted incorrectly

as positive.
• False negative (FN) denotes the number of liquefied samples that are predicted incorrectly

as negative.
• Precision refers to the accuracy of the predictions for a single class (positive or negative).
• Recall measures the accuracy of predictions, considering only the predicted value.

Based on the confusion matrix, the following metrics were used to evaluate and compare the
prediction models:

OA =
TP + TN

TP + FN + FP + TN
(7)

Precision =
TP

TP + FP
or

TN
FN + TN

(8)
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Recall =
TP

TP + FN
or

TN
FP + TN

(9)

F−measure =
2× Precision ×Recall

Precision + Recall
(10)

MCC =
TP× TN − FN × FP√

(TP + FN)(TN + FP)(TP + FP)(TN + FN)
(11)

Data on seismic soil liquefaction case histories usually exhibit class imbalances, wherein one event
i.e., liquefaction, in this case, is delineated by a large number of events, while non-liquefaction event
is presented by scarcely any. Therefore, overall accuracy (OA) may be deceptive—it has high scores
when the liquefied samples are in the majority class. In this study, one of the standard measures used is
the Matthews correlation coefficient (MCC) [43]. MCC presents the degree of correlation between the
actual and predicted classes of liquefied and non-liquefied instances. MCC takes values in the interval
[−1,1], with “1” showing complete agreement, “−1” complete disagreement, and “0” presenting that
the prediction was uncorrelated with the ground truth. The MCC value is regarded to be the best
evaluation measure for overall performance of a classifier method [44]. F-measure combines precision
and recall values to attain a harmonic mean. F-measure ranges from 0 (worst value) to 1 (best value).
The receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve is a graphic plot of the sensitivity or recall against
false positive rate (FPR). The FPR is given by:

FPR =
FP

FP + TN
(12)

The ROC curve gives a comprehensive scalar value that describes the expected performance of
the model. The area under curve (AUC) is employed to summarize the ROC curve. The ROC curve
has five degrees of rating [45]: excellent (0.9–1), good (0.8–0.9), fair (0.7–0.8), poor (0.6–0.7), and not
discriminating (0.5–0.6).

Concisely, a model with good OA, larger AUC, high F-measure, and high MCC is an ideal one.

5. Results

5.1. Comparative Performance of Training and Testing Datasets

Performance comparison of BBN models were made for training and testing datasets. The ratio
of the number of liquefied case history records to non-liquefied case history records is 2.53:1 for the
training dataset. It is obvious that there is a class imbalance problem. The ratio for testing and total
datasets is 2.57:1 and 2.54:1, respectively, which indicates that there is approximately no sampling
bias in the training and testing datasets. The BBN and C4.5 DT models were developed from the
training dataset of 201 CPT case histories (144 case records of liquefaction and 57 case records of
non-liquefaction) that has class imbalances and almost no sampling bias owing to the class ratio of
180:71 for 251 case histories.

Table 5 shows that the BBN model has a higher OA, while OA alone cannot be utilized as a model
performance measure; therefore, AUC of ROC, MCC, precision, recall, and F-measure were also used
to select optimal model performance separately for liquefaction and non-liquefaction instances. For
liquefaction, the BBN model has a higher recall, whereas the C4.5 DT model has maximum precision.
However, when F-measure is computed, the BBN model has a highest value and moreover has the
highest value of AUC and MCC, with respect to the C4.5 DT model. In the case of the non-liquefaction
class the BBN model has a higher precision value, while the C4.5 DT model has a high recall value;
however, the F-measure for BBN has higher value. BBN has shown to have a relatively good OA, MCC,
AUC, and F-measure for liquefaction and non-liquefaction instances, offering better performance.
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Table 5. Performance evaluation of the training dataset.

Model OA AUC MCC
Liquefaction Non-Liquefaction

Recall Precision F-Measure Recall Precision F-Measure

BBN 0.9104 0.9168 0.7746 0.9583 0.9200 0.9388 0.7895 0.8824 0.8333
C4.5 DT 0.9055 0.9111 0.7640 0.9440 0.9250 0.9350 0.8070 0.8520 0.8290

Note: OA = overall accuracy, AUC = area under curve, MCC= Matthews correlation coefficient. Bold numbers
indicate the highest value in each confusion matrix category.

The predictive performance of the BBN and C4.5 DT models are compared with the Youd et al. [6]
simplified procedure, referred to as CPT-YD; and the Rezania et al. evolutionary-based approach [31],
referred to as CPT-RA, with the same testing dataset (36 case records of liquefaction and 14 case records
of non-liquefaction). Table 6 clearly shows that BBN has the highest OA, AUC, and MCC. In the case
of liquefaction and non-liquefaction classes, BBN has the highest scores in all parameters, barring one
(the C4.5 DT model has the highest value of recall in the liquefaction class). The BBN model, thus,
showed robust performance in comparison with C4.5 DT, CPT-YD, and CPT-RA.

Table 6. Predictive performance evaluation of the testing dataset.

Model OA AUC MCC
Liquefaction Non-Liquefaction

Recall Precision F-Measure Recall Precision F-Measure

BBN 0.7600 0.7698 0.4910 0.7500 0.9000 0.8182 0.7857 0.5500 0.6471
C4.5 DT 0.7400 0.7450 0.3690 0.8060 0.8290 0.8170 0.5710 0.5330 0.5520
CPT-YD 0.7400 0.7103 0.3987 0.7778 0.8485 0.8116 0.6429 0.5294 0.5806
CPT-RA 0.7000 0.6607 0.3047 0.7500 0.8182 0.7826 0.5714 0.4706 0.5161

Note: OA = overall accuracy, AUC = area under curve, MCC= Matthews correlation coefficient. Bold numbers
indicate the highest value in each confusion matrix category.

5.2. Analysis of a Robust BBN Model

5.2.1. Probabilistic Reasoning

The developed robust BBN may be employed to perform probability reasoning, which
includes calculations of posterior probability-sequential inference (from causes to results) and causal
inference-reverse inference (from results to causes).

(I) Liquefaction Potential Prediction
Liquefaction potential prediction is shown in Figure 5 on the basis of the supposition that peak

ground acceleration is “medium”, groundwater table depth is “shallow”, and soil behavior type index
grade is “silty sand or sand with silt”. On fixing these parameters as 100% in Netica, the state of the
evidence variables is identified. Subsequently, the probabilities of a robust BBN model are updated;
and the probability change of “liquefaction potential” and the remaining variable nodes are noted.
In this instance, the “yes” state probability in “liquefaction potential” is identified to scale up from
58.2% to 63.6%. This indicates that when peak ground acceleration is “medium”, groundwater table
depth is “shallow”, and soil behavior type index grade is “silty sand or sand with silt”, the liquefaction
potential probability of the “yes” state will notably increase (see Figure 5).

As shown in Figure 6, in addition to “medium” peak ground acceleration, “shallow” groundwater
table depth, and “silty sand or sand with silt” soil behavior type index, it was assumed that the depth
of soil deposit status is “shallow” and the status of “medium” in “equivalent clean sand penetration
resistance” is 100%. Thereafter, automatically updating the probabilities of robust BBN, the liquefaction
potential probability of “yes” is found to further increase from 63.6% to 79.6%, which means that the
liquefaction potential probability of “yes” status is higher with respect to the initial probability of
58.2%. This suggests that “peak ground acceleration”, “groundwater table”, “soil behavior type index”,
“equivalent clean sand penetration resistance”, and “depth of soil deposit” will affect the liquefaction
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potential probability of the “yes” state to varying extents. It is to be noted that the change in state
of the evidence node variables affects the probability of objective nodes, which is compatible with
engineering judgment.Appl. Sci. 2019, 9, x FOR PEER REVIEW 12 of 18 
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Figure 5. Liquefaction potential prediction when the states of evidence variables are: “PGA = medium,”
“Dw = shallow,” and “Ic = silty sand or sand with silt.”
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Figure 6. Liquefaction potential prediction when the state of evidence variables are “PGA = medium,”
“Dw = shallow,” “Ic = silty sand or sand with silt,” “qc1Nc s = medium,” and “Ds = shallow.”

(II) Causal Inference
The most significant utilization of the BBN model is to find system faults using its diagnostic

reasoning capability; for example, by carrying out causal inference and selecting the evidence state
“yes” in “liquefaction potential”. Here, the evidence state is “yes”; therefore, the probability is 100%.
As illustrated in Figure 7, after fixing the evidence “yes”, the probability of “medium” in “peak ground
acceleration” and “silty sand or sand with silt” in soil behavior type index increases from 45.8% to 47.0%
and 71.8% to 76.4%, respectively, using Netica’s automatic updating function. The “shallow” state in
“groundwater table” and “depth of soil deposit” probability also increases from 62.7% to 63.4% and
66.7% to 67.1%, respectively. This recommends that, in the absence of remaining evidences, the most
likely causes of “liquefaction potential” to the “yes” state are the “shallow” states of “groundwater
table” and “depth of soil deposit”, and “medium” grade of peak ground acceleration and “silty sand
or sand with silt” class of soil behavior type index.
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Figure 7. Posterior probability when the liquefaction potential evidence state is “yes.”

5.2.2. Most Probable Explanation

The most probable explanation (MPE) can be drawn using a function in Netica, which perceives
which scenario is most likely to provide a cause set of liquefaction potential. The developed BBN model
may be utilized to derive the most probable explanation. For example, if the liquefaction potential
state is “yes” (as presented in Figure 8), the “most probable explanation” function is used to provide
the most likely cause set of “liquefaction potential”, which, in this case, is: earthquake magnitude =

strong, peak ground acceleration = medium, closest distance to rupture surface=medium, fines content
= less, soil behavior type index = silty sand or silt with sand, qc1Ncs = medium, vertical effective stress
= small, total vertical stress = small, groundwater table depth = shallow, and depth of soil deposit =

shallow. This clearly shows that the most probable explanation set is considerably compatible and well
matched with engineering judgment.
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Figure 8. The most probable explanation of liquefaction potential when the evidence state is “yes.”

5.2.3. Sensitivity Analysis

The literature offers large and diverse information on sensitivity analysis—how each factor affects
the uncertainty of the target variable. For instance, Hamdia et al. [46] carried out a sensitivity analysis
to determine the key input parameters impacting the relation between tissue structure and mechanics.
Ayad et al. [47] performed a sensitivity analysis and showed that soil’s parameter variability has a
significant effect on soil liquefaction probability.
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In BBN, sensitivity analysis refers to the influence each variable has on the uncertainty of target
nodes. In Netica, a function of sensitivity analysis is utilized to identify the factors that have a
great influence on liquefaction potential. The target node “liquefaction potential” is selected for the
sensitivity analysis; the results are presented in Table 7.

Table 7. Sensitivity analysis of “liquefaction potential”.

Node Mutual Info Percent Variance of Beliefs

Liquefaction potential 0.980740 100.0000 0.243354
Equivalent clean sand penetration resistance 0.022310 2.270000 0.007442
Soil behavior type index 0.010800 1.100000 0.003674
Peak ground acceleration 0.004560 0.465000 0.001552
Vertical effective stress 0.003450 0.351000 0.001171
Fines content 0.002980 0.304000 0.001015
Earthquake magnitude 0.001150 0.118000 0.000394
Groundwater table 0.000490 0.050100 0.000167
Total vertical stress 0.000230 0.023800 0.000079
Depth of soil deposit 0.000200 0.020400 0.000068
Closest distance to rupture surface 0.000190 0.019500 0.000065
Thickness of soil layer 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000

The mutual information of two nodes may show interdependency and correlation [48]. Table 7
highlights that mutual information of the “equivalent clean sand penetration resistance” node is
the greatest (0.022310, which shows that it has the strongest influence on “liquefaction potential”),
followed by “soil behavior type index,” “peak ground acceleration,” “vertical effective stress,” and
“fines content,” with values of 0.010800, 0.004560, 0.003450, and 0.002980, respectively. These results
are highly compatible with those in the literature.

6. Discussion and Conclusions

In a BBN, the input of expert knowledge can enable the realistic integration of domain knowledge
with statistical data. In addition, all the parameters in a BBN have an understandable semantic
interpretation. Furthermore, a BBN model can always be updated as new data become available.
The authors in this study selected 11 direct significant variables or factors of seismic soil liquefaction,
while other researchers (e.g., Ardakani and Kohestani [16]) used indirect parameters i.e., cyclic stress
ratio (CSR). In the proposed BBN models, soil, seismic, and site condition factors are encoded directly
from a CPT dataset, instead of just cyclic resistance ratio (CRR) and CSR; this can be effectively
utilized by geotechnical professionals to evaluate seismic soil liquefaction potential. No calibration
or normalization of cone tip resistance, qc (MPa), was done in previous studies (e.g., Ardakani and
Kohestani [16], Tesfamariam and Liu [49], Goh and Goh [5]). However, in this work, qc1Ncs, the
equivalent clean sand penetration resistance, was used to decrease uncertainty. Additionally, Pirhadi
et al. [50] concluded that normalized cone tip penetration value (qc1N) is an important factor, and has
the highest effect on seismic soil liquefaction triggering.

The resulting BBN model showed a relatively better performance for training and testing data
than other models for the metrics of overall accuracy (OA), MCC, precision, recall and F-measure, and
AUC of ROC. The limitations of the proposed robust BBN are: too much reliance on bulk data and not
being suitable for missing values, owing to the learning demands of the K2 ML algorithm.

Discerning earthquake-induced soil liquefaction is a complicated and nonlinear procedure, affected
by diversified factors of uncertainties. In this paper, two effective approaches—BBN and C4.5 DT—are
presented to examine the seismic soil liquefaction potential assessment. They are then compared with
a simplified procedure and an evolutionary-based approach. The major findings in this study are
presented as follows:
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1. The BBN model has relatively better results, as compared to the C4.5 DT, CPT-YD, and CPT-RA
models. Considering its overall predictive accuracy, MCC, precision, recall, F-measure for
liquefaction and non-liquefaction instances, AUC of ROC, simplicity in practice, data-driven
characteristics, and the ability to map interactions between variables, the use of the BBN model in
evaluating seismic soil liquefaction by multiple complex factors is quite promising.

2. The proposed robust BBN model can not only quantitatively predict seismic soil liquefaction
potential probability under certain influence factors (seismic, soil, and site conditions), but also
identify the main diagnostic reasons and fault-finding states’ combinations presumed to support
decisions on seismic soil liquefaction mitigation measures for sustainable development.

3. The sensitivity analysis results conclude that “equivalent clean sand penetration resistance”,
“soil behavior type index’, “groundwater table”, “peak ground acceleration’, “vertical effective
stress”, and “fines content” are the most sensitive factors in descending order in the assessment
of liquefaction potential, and are well matched with the literature.

4. The “most probable explanation” function is used to provide the most likely cause set of seismic
soil liquefied sites, which is: earthquake magnitude = strong, peak ground acceleration = medium,
closest distance to rupture surface = medium, fines content = less, soil behavior type index
= silty sand or silt with sand, qc1Ncs = medium, vertical effective stress = small, total vertical
stress = small, groundwater table depth = shallow, and depth of soil deposit = shallow. This is
considerably compatible and well matched with engineering judgment.

In future, the following points need to be addressed as an extension of this work:

1. The BBN model can be used to assess vulnerability of land damage resulting from seismic soil
liquefaction by adding nodes of liquefaction land damage potential.

2. Additional CPT case history records should be collected and an attempt made to avoid class
imbalance in the dataset (caused by updating the BBN model’s conditional probability table) and
improve the performance results of prediction.

3. The nodes of ‘utility’ and ‘decision operations’ should be added to seismic soil liquefaction and the
BBN’s land damage potential model, which can eventually be used as important decision-making
information in case of expected utility of loss.
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